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There are many changes that happen in the 
online world each month, and the GU Crew 
are here to help keep you on top of the latest 
developments with our monthly bulletin.  

To find out more about us and meet the team, visit: green-umbrella.biz/about

#socialsnippet
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 FACEBOOK
FACEBOOK INTRODUCES NEW WAYS TO CONNECT WITH 
BUSINESSES ON WHATSAPP
Firstly, you can now just scan the QR code a business displays on its 
storefront, product packaging or receipt to initiate a chat with them.
Secondly, you can also now share catalogues and individual items as links on 
websites, Facebook, Instagram and elsewhere.

FACEBOOK ROLLS OUT NEW IMAGE PRESENTATION OPTIONS 
TO MORE USERS
Facebook has rolled out a new set of image presentation options for posts, 
with preset display formats for multi-image uploads, enabling more ways to 
showcase your visuals.
The new options appear at the bottom of the post composer, giving you four 
different image display formats to choose from.

FACEBOOK ROLLS OUT SCREEN-SHARING 
IN THE MESSENGER APP
Facebook is expanding its screen-sharing options 
in Messenger to both Messenger Rooms and the 
mobile app, providing another way to engage within 
Messenger video calls. When you’re in a Messenger 
video call, you’ll have the capacity to drag the 
bottom function panel up in order to view more 
options for your call. There, you’ll see a new option 
to ‘Share your screen’.



 LINKEDIN
LINKEDIN ADDS A NEW ANALYTICS FEATURE TO COMPANY 
PAGES
Linkedin has rolled out a new listing of company page followers, by individual 
profile, which you can expand out to a full list of every person that’s followed 
your Page, sorted in reverse chronology.

LINKEDIN ADDS A NEW FEATURE TO HELP YOU PRONOUNCE 
MEMBERS’ NAMES
LinkedIn has begun rolling out an audio-recording feature for profiles, 
enabling members to create a voice recording of the proper way to 
pronounce their names. The new feature is optional and should be available to 
all members globally over the course of the next few weeks.

LINKEDIN ADDS MORE QUICK CREATION OPTIONS IN THE 
POST COMPOSER
Most users are now seeing six different custom post creation options at the 
bottom of their LinkedIn composer window. These include Share a profile, 
celebrate an occasion, find an expert, offer help, create a poll and add a job.
The options follow Facebook’s lead in guiding users as to what to share, as 
LinkedIn looks for more ways to keep members posting more often.



EMILY’S
BR INBOX
EMILY’S TOP TIP THIS MONTH...

INSTAGRAM PINNED COMMENTS

Did you know that you can now pin up to three comments on your Instagram 
posts? 

This is a recent change that Instagram 
has made to the platform to help 
limit any bullying within the app. As 
long as you have the latest version, 
it’s straightforward to do. Find a 
comment that you would like to pin 
and then swipe left, select the pin 
option, once you have done this, 
the comment will appear just below 
your post with the wording “Pinned” 
shown underneath. To unpin the post, 
simply swipe left again, select the pin 
option and then select “Unpin”.

It will be interesting to see how 
businesses use this new feature. You 
could run a competition, where the 
best comment is pinned, or perhaps 
pin your own comment that includes 
a memorable link. Either way, it’s 
bound to increase engagement, so 
we’ll have to see if it takes off!

@EmilysBrainbox



To find out more and 
check out our portfolio, visit:

www.green-umbrella.biz/design-print/
or contact Mark on 01604  726758

@mmundin

SPECIAL OFFER

ROLLER  
BANNERS
DESIGNED,  
PRINTED &
DELIVERED  
FOR ONLY £99!
The Small Print...
All prices exclude VAT. 
Banner visible size 2000mm x 850mm.
Includes 1 hour design from your supplied 
text and images, Roller Banner printed on 
400gsm anti-curl material with  
carry case and delivery to one UK address.

http://www.green-umbrella.biz/design-print/


 WHATSAPP
WHATSAPP LAUNCHES NEW VIDEO CALL OPTIONS
WhatsApp has added a new video icon in group chats of eight people or less, 
“so you can easily start a group video call with 1-tap” WhatsApp is expanding 
its features so that is not just solely a messaging-based platform. Other new 
features include animated stickers and the use of QR Codes so that it is easier 
to add contacts. 

 GOOGLE
GOOGLE ADDS NEW PREDICTED AUDIENCE ACTION TOOLS 
INTO GOOGLE ANALYTICS
Google has added some new predictive metrics into Google Analytics to help 
businesses connect with users that are increasingly likely to take certain, 
defined actions.
This is great news! For example, if you can see from the analytics which 
website visitors are likely to make a purchase soon, you can target them with 
relevant ads or offers to encourage that action.



 INSTAGRAM
INSTAGRAM ROLLS OUT PINNED COMMENTS TO EVERYONE
Instagram is giving users some more control over the conversation on their 
photos and videos. It started testing pinned comments in May alongside its 
comment filtering tools, and now it’s rolling out the feature to everyone.

INSTAGRAM INTRODUCES OPTIONS TO MANAGE HOW IGTV 
PREVIEWS APPEAR IN THE MAIN FEED AND DISCOVER
When you share the first 15 seconds of an IGTV video in Stories, you can now 
edit the preview image and thumbnail displayed for the clip.
There have also been improvements made to the display options within the 
Discover tab.



NEW
MARKETING

STRATEGY

PLANNER

GET YOUR HANDS 
ON SOME FREE 

SOCIAL MEDIA GOODIES!
www.green-umbrella.biz/goodies/

FREE
DOWNLOADS!



YOUR SOCIAL
MEDIA IMAGE SIZES
CHEATSHEET 
Creating the perfect images for your social media presence can be 
a bit of a nightmare. That’s why we’ve created this handy image 
size cheatsheet.

IMAGE TYPE SIZE

Cover Photo/Video 1200 x 675px

Group Cover Image 1640 x 859px

Event Cover Image 1920 x 1080px

Profile Image 340 x 340px

Post Image (Landscape) 1200 x 628px

Post Image (Square) 952 x 952px 

Post Video 1080px wide

FACEBOOK

IMAGE TYPE SIZE

Header Image 1500 x 500px

Profile Image 400 x 400px

Post Image (Landscape) 1024 x 512px

TWITTER

Company Cover Image 1128 x 191px

Company Logo Image 300 x 300px

Personal Background 1584 x 396px

Personal Profile Image 400 x 400px

Post Image 1200 x 628px

LINKEDIN

Channel Cover Image 2560 x 1440px

Channel Profile Image 800 x 800px

Video (HD) 1280 x 720px 

(min. size)

YOUTUBE

Profile Image 180 x 180px

Post Image 1080 x 1080px

INSTAGRAM

   CUT O
UT

AND KEEP

CHECKLIST

Information for guidance only.
Correct at time of publication, 28/7/20



Call us now on 01604 726758
www.green-umbrella.biz

greenumbr3lla

greenumbrellabiz

green umbrella 

GreenUmbrellaMarketingLtd

greenumbr3lla

That’s a small snippet of the top 
changes in the online world.  

If you have any questions or need any 
guidance, then please remember that 
we have a free online chat facility on 
our website. 

Simply visit www.green-umbrella.biz to 
speak to one of the crew. 

http://www.green-umbrella.biz

